TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS \#875

SEC. 5 8 T 55 R 10 W., WM.

HISTORICAL: G.L.O. P. 55 5510 SET STONE 12"X10"X6"

CONDITION GOOD FOUND: 12" X 10" X 6" STONE MARKED XVI G.L.O. P. 55 5510

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 1 1/2" IRON PIPE WITH 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" CONCRETE CYLINDER E.

Position of Ep. 12" X 10" X 6" STONE MARKED XVI (ORIGINAL).

* 60' Hat Section 15 FEET SOUTH

NEW ACCESSORY:

* 36" SPRUCE 5.56° E. 62° 44' L 6 B T GS

* 46" SPRUCE N. 7° W. 14° 25' L 26 B T GS

DISTANCES TO NAIL WITH BRASS WASHER IN FACE

RT. INT. 6 131° 11' TO BTS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED ON AN ALDER COVERED HILLSIDE 1 500' SOUTH OF HWY 101.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: AL OVRORAK, DAN MCGUIN

DATE: 4-14-85 PHYSIO#: ____________________________ TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.